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On January 1st, 2014 I began serving as editor-in-chief of Health Services and Outcomes

Research Methodology (HSORM). Since its inception in 2000 and under the leadership of

the founding editor-in-chief Dr. Constantine Gatsonis, HSORM has emerged at the fore-

front of the health services research field as a journal that fosters quantitative methodo-

logical development for health policy and outcomes research. The previous editorial team

did an excellent job in advancing the breath and appeal of HSORM. Their efforts to

enhance the methodological rigor in applied outcomes research are highly admirable.

I will build upon their efforts with the hope to make a great journal even better. I will

continue the vision of the journal as established that HSORM will strive to publish

scholarly research that emphasizes quantitative methods while addressing the broader

needs of health services researchers, policy makers, and healthcare practitioners.

I see a challenge currently faced by HSORM that the relatively narrowed focus on

quantitative (e.g. statistical or econometric) methodologies prevents many health services

research scholars, given their multidisciplinary background, from considering HSORM as

‘‘doing their kind of work.’’ I plan to pursue the goal of increasing the diversity of

published research articles and achieving broader appeal to the journal.

My over 10 years of experience with health services research tells me that the issue of

diversity of submissions and publications in HSORM is likely rooted in a perception held

by many in the field that HSORM is ‘‘not for them.’’ This is also the impression of many of

my colleagues and collaborators. This can be addressed by more deliberate and systematic

outreach efforts, and by improving communication with the broader health services

research community. I certainly applaud previous outreach efforts of the journal to mainly

attract quantitative researchers, but I believe that much more can be done. As an example,

significant and important qualitative research or research that illustrates mixed methods

approaches in health services research, are currently in short supply among the publications
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in the journal. Below I present several areas of research which represent emerging

opportunities and which the journal will expand the solicitation of submissions from:

1. Electronic medical record (EMR) and data mining. The widespread adoptions of

EMRs make extensive clinical and demographic data instantly available for clinical

and policy outcome analyses. Computation-extensive data mining methods are

expected to be developed, refined, and widely applied for detecting meaningful

patterns in care process, outcomes, and costs in very large databases containing

disparate data (e.g. lab-tests, free-form text).

2. Big Data computing. The diverse data (e.g. from social media, search histories, cell

phone data) available in the coming ‘‘Big Data’’ era present unprecedented

opportunities for clinical, heath services, and behavioral research. The datasets are

increasingly larger and more complex, exceeding the abilities of currently-used

approaches to managing and analyzing them. New methods, software, tools and other

resources for dealing with Big Data are expected to be developed, disseminated, and

applied in health services research.

3. Patient-centered outcomes research (PCOR) and comparative effectiveness. Deciding

between alternative healthcare options requires an understanding of how to balance the

benefits and risks of each treatment option which may apply differently to diverse

patients. Improving methods for conducting PCOR (e.g. methods to improve patient

centeredness, analytic methods for comparative effectiveness research) will help

establish methodological standards for PCOR and inform researchers, policy makers,

patients, caregivers, and other stakeholders.

4. Qualitative and mixed methods approaches. Health services research draws upon

methods and concepts from many fields and requires interdisciplinary partnerships.

Mixed methods approach is increasingly used in health services research and can be a

better approach than either quantitative-only or qualitative-only methods to address

important issues in the financing, organization, and outcomes of healthcare.

There are certainly other important topical areas that are not listed above; the short list

is mainly for illustrative purposes. The point is that there are diverse methodological issues

that are challenging health services researchers and policy makers and that should be

covered by HSORM. That said, I do not intend to create a journal that is a collection of

niches; rather, my intent is to create synergies that promote methodological developments

and applications in health services research. As editor-in-chief, I am also committed to

diversifying the journal’s editorial team to represent methodological and thematic plu-

ralism in order to attain broader appeal to the journal.

In summary, HSORM will respond to emerging opportunities and methodological

challenges in health policy and health services research by publishing scholarly research

that develop, validate, and disseminate broader methodologies in these fields. I believe this

course of evolution for HSORM, in conjunction with a timely and efficient review process,

will lead to a wider audience for this journal and an enhanced impact on health services

research. I look forward to working with the talented and committed staff at HSORM to

ensure the reality of this vision.
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